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CHRISTMAS 2020 
What We Need; What We Know 

Isaiah 9:2-7; Psalm 96; Titus 2:11-14; Luke2:1-20 
 
 

Over thirty years ago, when I was in seminary, I was assigned to assist in a large 
suburban church as part of my education and training. One of my duties was to 
help with the youth group. As part of the annual Christmas celebrations, the 
youth – as in many parishes – would put on a Christmas pageant, acting out the 
various parts while the Nativity story was read and carols sung. Over the years, it 
had become quite an elaborate production with beautiful costumes and extensive 
props, and months of preparation and rehearsals. While in the planning stages, in 
a discussion about what could be done to inject something new and exciting into 
that year’s pageant, we were all encouraged by the rector to “think outside the 
box,” so I suggested that we use real animals. . . . Let’s just say that the silence 
and shaking of heads and muffled snickers around the table let me know rather 
quickly that this idea from a young seminarian was a bit too far outside the box, 
an idea whose time had clearly not yet come for St. Peter’s Episcopal Church in 
Springfield, VA. We ended up once again giving the same, rather time-worn 
pageant. 

And I made a promise to myself: When I finally had my own church, we would 
feature live animals in MY church school’s Christmas pageant. 

I never forgot that promise. And even though it was years later before I had the 
opportunity to lead a parish, when that day did come in 1996 at Christ Church 
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Cathedral in Louisville, KY, and the time for planning the church school pageant 
rolled around, I didn’t ask – I decreed! – that live animals would be an integral 
part of the production. . . . Ah! The awesome power of being the man in charge! 

As we prepared for the big day, the kids were excited! The parents were excited! 
The congregation was excited! I was excited! Even other parishes, hearing of the 
plans, were excited; several asked for invitations to come and watch! And many 
of my fellow priests were excited; more than one uttering such enthusiastic and 
encouraging phrases as, “Better you than me!” 

Now, rarely do things with lots of moving parts and people run smoothly and as 
planned. And WC Fields was right when he quipped, “Beware when working with 
animals and children.” 

My first clue that what I had imagined in my head and what would actually come 
off might be two very different things, came when the animals, that I had 
specifically scheduled to arrive two hours early, actually showed up barely 20 
minutes before the performance. So much for a quick run-through, and allowing 
the animals and kids some time to adjust to one another. 

Then came the second clue that my vision and the reality of the situation might 
diverge. Rather than the small burro I had pictured for Joseph to lead and Mary to 
ride, out of the horse trailer came a full-sized mule, its head towering taller than I 
am. “Oh well, we’ll just make do,” I optimistically told myself - and several other 
skeptics who were standing there with me. 

Then, surprise #3: The zoo keeper informed me that, while I had asked for a camel 
to accompany the three wise men, the camel was too ill to attend. But not to fear, 
they had substituted a llama in its place. Upon hearing this, my three young wise 
men could barely contain themselves with laughter and actually seemed to enjoy 
pointing out to me – and anyone else who would listen - that they didn’t have 
llamas in the Middle East of Jesus’ day. “Oh well, you’ll just have to make do,” I 
answered, sounding a bit Grinch-like, and thinking to myself that some kids are 
just far too smart for my own good. 

The cathedral’s pews were nearly filled – a great crowd! Oh, did I forget to 
mention that the live-animal-pageant would take place indoors? But we had 
marble floors, so what could go wrong? 
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As Joseph led the mule, its rear end so wide it nearly filled the entire main aisle, 
and young Mary holding on for dear life, the huge animal stopped dead in its 
tracks midway up the aisle . . . and no amount of tugging or pleading from the 
young Joseph would make him budge. The trainer finally coaxed the mule forward 
with sugar cubes and the pageant continued. “We’ll make do,” I told myself again. 

At the point of Jesus’ arrival, a real, live, six-month-old baby was handed to Mary 
by a rather nervous mother, but he continued to sleep peacefully in Mary’s arms. 
The angelic host arrived on cue and found their spots perfectly. The star carrier 
knew just what to do and where to stand. Then, to the sounds of several “ah”s 
and “aren’t they adorable,” the shepherds entered, leading a few young sheep on 
short leashes and joining the dozen or so 5- and 6-year-old angels. All was going 
so well now and a lovely tableau was being assembled as the story progressed. 
“This will do nicely,” I thought, quite pleased with myself. 

But when the wise men made their entrance, they went off-script, apparently 
feeling the need to save their reputations as smart boys and rather loudly 
explaining that they knew the difference between a camel and a llama, even if no 
one else seemed to fully comprehend the absurdity of the situation. Again, a 
muttered “we’ll make do.” And a hastily added, “thank God, it’s almost over.” And 
the pageant continued. 

Only one last piece, as a few parents darted to the front to snap a quick photo of 
the entire scene, the pipe organ came to life, and the entire congregation joined 
in singing Silent Night. And that was when it happened! Who knew that the tune 
of the familiar carol would spook the llama and serve as a urinary trigger for the 
sheep. One moment “all was calm, all was bright,” . . . and the next . . . tiny 
kindergarten angels screaming and breaking ranks to avoid the yellow puddles 
spreading across the marble floor . . . and the entire congregation and cast 
breaking into what was at first suppressed amusement, then riotous laughter. 

Kill the lights! Promise fulfilled! And a new promise made: Never again! 

 

Once the clean-up was accomplished, the animals loaded up, the costumes and 
props packed away for another year, and the well-entertained audience departed, 
I had a chance to reflect quietly . . . alone . . . in my office . . . wishing for a strong 
drink. And that’s when it dawned on me: what we had just experienced was 
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probably much closer to the events of that first Christmas night than anything we 
could have imagined. 

Despite all of our creative musings to the contrary, this unintentional chaos is 
more similar to the way actual events probably happened on that first Christmas 
than the peaceful and serene still-life that we, influenced by paintings of the great 
Renaissance Masters and Hallmark greeting cards, so often imagine. 

After all, if you’ve ever worked on or even visited a farm, you can imagine the 
stench that must have accompanied Jesus’ birth in a stable. And if you’ve ever 
been privileged enough to be in a hospital delivery room, you know that there’s 
nothing “meek and mild” about the miracle of childbirth! The truth is that the 
birth of Jesus was anything but silent, or peaceful, or calm. Mary was a teenager 
made to grow up far too quickly, Joseph was in way over his head, and the 
conditions in which Jesus was birthed were less than ideal, even by first-century 
standards. 

And so the question remains, why do we dismiss what we know about Christmas 
– dismiss the truth of Christmas - that it was surely a scene of chaos and surprise; 
in favor of what we imagine about Christmas - that it was a peaceful and serene 
entrance of the infant Jesus, the Holy Son of God, meek and mild? 

Perhaps the answer has something to do with what we need from Christmas. 

This year, more than 300,000 of our fellow Americans have died, young and old 
alike, as the COVID pandemic has ravaged our nation. And while there is great 
hope in the vaccines that are beginning to be administered across the country, 
they will arrive too late for many more thousands who will perish in the next 
weeks and months. 

In 2020, more than 40,000 Americans have needlessly died because of gun 
violence. Nearly 3,500 of them were children under age 18. There have been 
more than 600 mass shootings this year, and more than 300 police officers have 
been shot, injured or killed.  

We have endured a particularly vitriolic, negative, divisive, not to mention 
expensive, national election that continues to be contested by some. 

Unemployment numbers have set new records. And thousands of businesses – 
small and large – have closed their doors for good, with many more on the verge 
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of collapse. We’re busier than ever, many are working harder and making less, 
and the cost of living just keeps going up. 

In Afghanistan, and Sudan, and Iran, and other troubled spots around the world – 
as well as in our own neighbors’ home, and community, and nation - this 
Christmas is not so merry, and bright, and joyous. And so, we imagine a peaceful 
and serene Christmas because that is precisely what we need. We need peace 
and serenity and beauty; we need a place to worship something pure, something 
warm and peaceful, something inspiring. We need a Christmas that brings peace 
and delight, rather than chaos and disorder. 

But that’s the paradox of Christmas! On the one hand, we desperately want to 
believe that Jesus’ birth was a serene, orderly, peaceful moment in which the 
whole world stood still; but on the other hand, the Gospel stares us in the face 
and proclaims just the opposite: disruption, disorder, and chaos. 

The Christmas of the Gospels reminds us that God in Christ hasn’t come into our 
lives to make things a little more peaceful or to inspire us to be a little more 
cheerful. No, God in Christ has come to change everything we thought we knew! 

God in Christ hasn’t come to rehabilitate our old lives or to make them a bit more 
bearable; God in Christ has called us to a new life of redemption and resurrection! 

God in Christ comes to us, not in the center of town or in an ornate palace or 
even a beautifully-decorated church sanctuary, but in the place where we least 
expect him: in a stable, in a tiny little town in the middle of nowhere, on the 
margins of society. 

He is born, not in the presence of kings and princes and rulers, but in the 
presence of dirty shepherds and their even dirtier sheep. He is born, not of a 
princess or a queen, but of a poor, terrified, teenaged mother who did not ask for 
this – but agreed out of her faith, and belief, and dedication, and willing 
compliance to God’s will! 

This is the true story of Christmas! 

And if we listen closely, we can hear God whispering something to us that, deep 
down we’ve always known, but have been afraid to admit: The life we’ve so 
carefully crafted for ourselves; this world that we work so hard to manage and 
control, can never satisfy our souls. 
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But the promise of God that was born on that first Christmas speaks to us still: 
God in Christ has come to us, not to give us more of the life we know and imagine, 
but to give us life that is completely new and beyond our imagination! Christmas 
is not the celebration of what once was, a long time ago, in a land far away; 
rather, it is the here and now celebration of the One who was and is and is yet to 
come! It is the inauguration of God’s redemption of the world in Jesus Christ — it 
is the beginning of our salvation! 

And that, dear friends, brings joy to the world indeed! 

Merry Christmas!  Amen. 

 


